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Split second define

(redirected from in a split second) Not even a full second of time; an instant. Hyphenated if used as a modifier before a noun. There was only a split second separating the top two competitors in the race. It was a split-second decision that undoubtedly saved hundreds of lives. It was heartbreaking to see the entire building reduced to rubble in a split
second.Farlex Dictionary of Idioms. © 2015 Farlex, Inc, all rights reserved.an instant; a tiny period of time. (*Typically: for ~; in ~.) The lightning struck, and in a split second the house burst into flames. For a split second, it looked like she would fall.McGraw-Hill Dictionary of American Idioms and Phrasal Verbs. © 2002 by The McGraw-Hill
Companies, Inc.An instant, a fraction of a second, as in Our best swimmer came in a split second before theirs. This expression alludes to a stop watch that has two second hands, one above the other, for timing more than one athlete or intervals of a race by a single athlete. Each hand can be stopped independently of the other, so a second can be
"split" when one second hand stops a fraction of a second after the other. [c. 1880] The American Heritage® Dictionary of Idioms by Christine Ammer. Copyright © 2003, 1997 by The Christine Ammer 1992 Trust. Published by Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company. All rights reserved. a very short time: I heard a loud explosion and a split
second later I was on the floor. ▶ ˌsplit-ˈsecond adj.: split-second timing/reactionsFarlex Partner Idioms Dictionary © Farlex 2017See also: Want to thank TFD for its existence? Tell a friend about us, add a link to this page, or visit the webmaster's page for free fun content. Link to this page: split second LEARNDICTIONARYVOCABULARY LISTSTEST
PREP A moment so short it can barely be measured, like the time it takes to blink, is called a split second. A birdwatcher may catch sight of a hummingbird, only to have it disappear a split second later. You can also call a split second a heartbeat or a flash. This term emphasizes how brief something is: "I only paused a split second before volunteering
for the spelling bee." It can also be an adjective, as in "split second timing" or a "split second decision." The original split second was a type of stopwatch with two second hands, so that a fraction of a second could be timed. Definitions of split second noun a very short time (as the time it takes the eye to blink or the heart to beat) synonyms: New York
minute, blink of an eye, flash, heartbeat, instant, jiffy, trice, twinkling, wink For Everyone For Educators Help Leaderboards Vocabulary Bowl Bowl Leaders Today's Leaders Weekly Leaders Monthly Leaders Connect Vocabulary.com Blog News & Events Tell us what you think
Our Story Our Mission Team / Jobs Partnerships
Copyright © 2022
Vocabulary.com, Inc., a division of IXL Learning • All Rights Reserved. This shows grade level based on the word's complexity.See synonyms for: split second / splitsecond on Thesaurus.comThis shows grade level based on the word's complexity.an infinitesimal amount of time; instant; twinkling.QUIZ YOURSELF ON HAS VS. HAVE!Do you have the
grammar chops to know when to use “have” or “has”? Let’s find out with this quiz! My grandmother ________ a wall full of antique cuckoo clocks.TAKE THE QUIZ TO FIND OUT Meet Grammar CoachImprove Your Writing Meet Grammar CoachImprove Your Writing First recorded in 1880–85split roll, split run, splits, split screen, split-screen
technique, split second, split shift, split-skin graft, split spindle, splitsville, splittailDictionary.com Unabridged Based on the Random House Unabridged Dictionary, © Random House, Inc. 2022millisecond, nanosecond, instant, fast, rapid, speedy, quick, quick-fire, on-the-spot, flash, heartbeat, jiffy, microsecond, moment, twinklingThe conspirators
were split into two teams, “Alpha” and “Bravo.”Under the one-sixth they appear as slender, highly refractive fibers with double contour and, often, curled or split ends.A Manual of Clinical Diagnosis|James Campbell ToddIn treble, second and fourth, the first change is a dodge behind; and the second time the treble leads, there's a double
Bob.Tintinnalogia, or, the Art of Ringing|Richard Duckworth and Fabian StedmanOn his head was the second-hand hat of some parvenu's coachman, gold lace, cockade and all.The Pit Town Coronet, Volume I (of 3)|Charles James WillsThe beauty, the mystery,—this fierce sunshine or something—stir——' She hesitated for a fraction of a second.The
Wave|Algernon BlackwoodRoman Pane who accompanied Columbus on his second voyage alludes to another method of using the herb.an extremely small period of time; instantadjective split-second (prenominal)made or arrived at in an infinitely short timea split-second decisiondepending upon minute precisionsplit-second timingCollins English
Dictionary - Complete & Unabridged 2012 Digital Edition © William Collins Sons & Co. Ltd. 1979, 1986 © HarperCollins Publishers 1998, 2000, 2003, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2009, 2012An instant, a fraction of a second, as in Our best swimmer came in a split second before theirs. This expression alludes to a stop watch that has two second hands, one
above the other, for timing more than one athlete or intervals of a race by a single athlete. Each hand can be stopped independently of the other, so a second can be “split” when one second hand stops a fraction of a second after the other. [c. 1880]The American Heritage® Idioms Dictionary Copyright © 2002, 2001, 1995 by Houghton Mifflin
Harcourt Publishing Company. Published by Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company.WORD OF THE DAYhieroglyphicadjective | [hahy-ruh-glif-ik]SEE DEFINITIONFEEDBACK© 2022 Dictionary.com, LLC (Definition of split second from the Cambridge Advanced Learner's Dictionary & Thesaurus © Cambridge University Press) From Longman
Dictionary of Contemporary Englisha split seconda split secondan extremely short period of timefor a split second For a split second the two men hesitated.in a split second In that split second Graham knew he had won. → split secondExamples from the Corpusin a split second• I was out of my bed in a split second, shoe in hand and lights on.•
Quickly drawing back his hand, he must decide in a split second whether to run, or physically beat his opponent.• Like was really unnatural but you could really see it like in a split second.• All this flickered through her mind in a split second and she felt ashamed.• The training officer lifted the phone, and the buzz in the room subsided in a split
second.• From anger and animosity he turned in a split second to a benevolent caring brother only here to see justice done.• They had no time to gasp, or clutch at each other, or even writhe in a split second of torment. Also found in: Dictionary, Thesaurus, Medical, Financial, Encyclopedia, Wikipedia. Not even a full second of time; an instant.
Hyphenated if used as a modifier before a noun. There was only a split second separating the top two competitors in the race. It was a split-second decision that undoubtedly saved hundreds of lives. It was heartbreaking to see the entire building reduced to rubble in a split second.Farlex Dictionary of Idioms. © 2015 Farlex, Inc, all rights reserved.an
instant; a tiny period of time. (*Typically: for ~; in ~.) The lightning struck, and in a split second the house burst into flames. For a split second, it looked like she would fall.McGraw-Hill Dictionary of American Idioms and Phrasal Verbs. © 2002 by The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc.An instant, a fraction of a second, as in Our best swimmer came in a
split second before theirs. This expression alludes to a stop watch that has two second hands, one above the other, for timing more than one athlete or intervals of a race by a single athlete. Each hand can be stopped independently of the other, so a second can be "split" when one second hand stops a fraction of a second after the other. [c. 1880] The
American Heritage® Dictionary of Idioms by Christine Ammer. Copyright © 2003, 1997 by The Christine Ammer 1992 Trust. Published by Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing Company. All rights reserved. a very short time: I heard a loud explosion and a split second later I was on the floor. ▶ ˌsplit-ˈsecond adj.: split-second timing/reactionsFarlex
Partner Idioms Dictionary © Farlex 2017See also: Want to thank TFD for its existence? Tell a friend about us, add a link to this page, or visit the webmaster's page for free fun content. Link to this page: When Amoco opened its first Split Second store two years ago, it was betting that the emphasis on ambiance and maximum freshness in full-service
deli, salads, soups, pizza and baked goods would help them shed the typical "pit stop" image of convenience retailing and fast food.And, in the space of a split second, life had been reduced from a highly complex existence, with a thousand petty problems, to one of the barest simplicities in which only one real task remained - ensuring a soft landing on
the North Pole."Maybe, just maybe, for one split second, every warrior had empathy for his enemy, every husband and wife--for but a fraction of a breath--did not fight, every child stopped crying.Then in a split second I knew what it was all about "I don't bloody care" I heard myself shout I raced to my room And started to cry My head was exploding
God I wanted to die It suddenly made sense All those painful years A real dad would have been different I thought through my tears It toughened me up I grew up real fast It made me so bitter But thank god, that didn't last I would really have liked To have had a "real dad" But I learned not to miss Something I just never had by Frank Byrne, WidnesA
woman who was caught on CCTV dumping a cat in a wheelie bin said today she was "profoundly sorry" for what she described as "a split second of misjudgment".As for making it a deterrent to stop this happening again, well I would ask one question - from now on, will it stop every one of us taking their eye off the road for a split second to answer
their mobile phone, change the CD or search for a cigarette?Dubai: Shaikha Maitha Bint Mohammad Bin Rashid Al Maktoum says a split second could be the difference between success and failure.Leon Haslam beat the rain showers to eclipse title rival Ryuichi Kiyonari by a split second in opening practice at the final round of the Bennetts British
Superbike Championship at Brands Hatch.One-time Newcastle United junior Ryan McGuffie lived up to his nickname for a split second when his penalty was saved by Hearts keeper Craig Gordon in the Scottish Cup final.
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